
Syllabus Basics
EDS 124AR Teaching Computation in the Digital World | Winter 2022
Instructor: Dr. Amy Eguchi (call me Amy; She, Her, Hers) | DM me on slack
Virtual O�ce Hours: By appointment via Zoom | Discussion Sections: Wednesday
4 pm, 5 pm, 6 pm, or Wednesday 11 am (approx. 50 min, Participation is REQUIRED -
begins Week 2)
http://bit.ly/EDS124AR for slack and Coursera links

Logistics
What to do each week
This course is online, but it is designed as a collaborative learning experience.
Each week the Coursera LMS (Note: not Canvas) will show you what you need to
do. They divide this into two columns -- the left shows ungraded activities (how
many minutes of reading or videos) and the right shows each of the graded
activities you have to do and approximately how long it will take to do them.  See
the overview video on Coursera for how to navigate in Coursera.  There is no
textbook for this course, all materials are available for you on Coursera.

Discussion Sections (PARTICIPATION REQUIRED in the section you enrolled in)
DOES NOT START UNTIL WEEK 2:
Wednesday 4-4:50 pm
Wednesday 5-5:50 pm
Wednesday 6-6:50 pm
Friday 11-11:50 am

Communication
To reach the professor/sta�:  If you have a personal problem/issue or request that
others in the class don't need to know about or it doesn't a�ect them, please DM
your section TA on slack. You will get your fastest response this way. If you
specifically want to talk with Dr. Eguchi, DM her on slack.   If you want to talk to
us/me live, we'll get back to you with a zoom invitation.

As a backup, email a2eguchi@ucsd.edu.   I will try to get back to you within 48
hours (weekdays).  But, please, use slack!

Who is my tutor? Your tutor is your Discussion Section Leader. You can message
him/her questions, request a re-grade, etc. using their channel, as shown below.

https://join.slack.com/t/eds124ar-winter22/shared_invite/zt-10pel9ftx-patTvkfiXDFk7mnlmnN9hw
http://bit.ly/EDS124AR
https://coursera.org/groups/teach-computation-digital-world-wi19-wjibu/invitation


The tutor channel is a channel for the students and the tutor who grades your
assignments. You can also DM your discussion section leader about discussion
topics etc.  For personal issues, DM your tutor or Dr. Eguchi.

To talk to fellow students: As an online class, we want to take extra steps to provide
you a community of learners. Additionally, the content of this class lends itself to
discussion and reflection with others. We support this through discussion sections
and various asynchronous activities (e.g. Peer Reviews, Interactive Readings).

But we are strongly encouraging more informal student-student conversations
through slack. We'll motivate the use of slack more soon -- but it's a critical tool
invading all professions and is, itself an example of how technology is changing
our work lives! Get ready for a slack scavenger hunt soon!

Do you need accommodation?
Are you registered with your campus's organization that supports students with
additional needs in their courses?  If so, please let Dr. Eguchi know immediately
(DM her on slack) and we can figure out the best way to support you in this
course.

Are you graduating this term?
It's CRITICAL that you keep up with the work for this class -- including early on
(Week 2 seems to be a week people start slacking o�). Just because you are
hoping to graduate, you will not have the opportunity to make up late-work later
(you can make SOME points on old work, subject to the late penalty below). We
really want to support you in graduating, but we must treat everyone fairly.  We will
NOT allow you to make up work or get an incomplete just because you got busy
and didn't do your work by the deadline.  Don't ask at the end of the term -- we'll
just copy this paragraph in response.  Again -- fairness!



Grading Logistics
You will engage in a (probably larger than you are used to) range of activities
which will earn you points towards your final grade. These activities are designed
to support you in learning both

● the technical content knowledge we think K-12 students need to know about
how computing and technology impact their world and lives

● various pedagogical approaches to support the teaching of this technical
content to K-12 students.

Finally, and most importantly, we want you to gain the confidence to continue
your development as a teacher and a life-long learner -- especially in selecting,
modifying, and implementing computer science curriculum and learning
experiences.

Earning Points & Grade Policy
Your grade will be based on the following activities:

Activity Weight

Digital World Technology Learning
● Interactive Readings (E�ort)
● Check Your Knowledge Quizzes (Repeat)
● Discussion Prompts (E�ort)
● Peer Review (E�ort)
● (Instructor) Graded Assignments (E�ort)

30% (general)
10% (high)

Digital World Technology Mastery Checks
● Mastery Quizzes (Repeat)

10%

Pedagogy Learning
● Interactive Readings (E�ort)
● Check Your Knowledge Quizzes (Repeat)
● Discussion Prompts (E�ort)
● Peer Review (E�ort)
● (Instructor) Graded Assignments (E�ort)

10% (general)
20% (high)

Final Exam 10%

Synchronous Discussion Session on Zoom
(attend one per week)

10%

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pedagogy


General ~<30 minutes of work
High > 30 minutes of work

E�ort -- Some items are graded for "e�ortful participation", as not all activities
have a "correct" answer.

Repeat - All quizzes are available to be repeated until you are satisfied with your
grade.  In fact, we encourage you to repeat quizzes as many times as you like; it
helps you learn.  Your highest grade will be kept.  Most quizzes have a limit of 3
attempts in an 8 hour period.

Grades will be assigned as follows:
A+= 97-100%
A = 93-96.9999%
A- = 90-92.9999%
B+ = 87-89.9999%
B = 83-86.9999%
B- = 80-82.9999%

C+ = 77-79.9999%
C = 73-76.9999%
C- = 70-72.9999%
D = 60-69.9999%
F = 0-59.9999%

Deadlines, Late Penalties & Working Ahead

All assignments and activities for a given week are due by Sunday 11:59 pm at the
end of that week.   You CAN work ahead however, we reserve the right to change
content more than 2 weeks in the "future" -- because the material in this course is
timely and we want to be able to tailor the course to current events.  So, if it's week
3 -- you know that the week 3 and 4 materials are finalized.  If you need to work
significantly ahead, please let Dr. Eguchi know in advance.

Week Activities Due

Week 1 (Starts January 03) Sunday January 09

Week 2 (Starts January 10) Sunday January 16

Week 3 (Starts January 17) Sunday January 23

Week 4 (Starts January 24) Sunday January 30



Week 5 (Starts January 31) Sunday  February
06

Week 6 (Starts February 07) Sunday February 13

Week 7 (Starts February 14) Sunday February 20

Week 8 (Starts February 21) Sunday February 27

Week 9 (Starts February 28) Sunday March 06

Week 10 (Starts March 07) Sunday March 13

Any assignment turned in after the Sunday deadline at 11:59 pm will be assessed a
late penalty of 10% per day.  If you choose to redo work for a higher grade after
the weekly deadline, this penalty will be applied to your new submissions.

Resubmission of Your Work & Regrade requests

You can REDO ONE Sta� Graded Assignment ONCE addressing feedback
received. The redo request can be done anytime BEFORE the end of Week 9. When
you work on your redo-assignment, make sure to address the tutor’s comments.
Redoing your work does not automatically give you a higher grade. You need to
earn it by revising and improving your submission.

Regrade requests. Peer reviews are available for regrade requests -- but only Peer
Reviews.  You must submit a regrade request within 7 days of receiving your grade.
Please DM your grader on slack with the Week and the name of the assignment.

Requesting an Extension
We expect people to only request an extension at most once per term.  If you have
more significant issues in your life, please contact the Assistant Dean of your
College to ask for accommodation or an incomplete. The Dean will document
your needs and reach out to me if approved.

If you need a ONE TIME extension, answer the questions below then



1. DM your responses to Dr. Eguchi on slack
2. Copy and paste your responses into this googleform

Questions:

● In 1-4 sentences, explain what led up to this request for a deadline
extension.

● In 2-6 sentences, discuss the impact of your request on fellow students and
the teaching sta�.

● For non-emergency circumstances only, what would you do di�erently in
the future to prevent needing to request a deadline extension again? (1-3
sentences)

We'll try to get back to you before the deadline, but we can't promise.

I Added Late...

Your deadlines are as follows:

Date you added Material Due Date Due

Wed Jan 5 - Tue Jan 12 Weeks 1 and 2 Jan 16, 11:59 pm

Wed Jan 13 - Sat Jan 15 Weeks 1, 2 and 3 Jan 23, 11:59pm

If you added the class after Tuesday Week 1, fill out this form if you want an
extended deadline.

As you read in the syllabus, you can have a deadline extension based on what
date you add.  But you need to let us know by filling out this form.  We will be
manually removing the late penalty from your work.  Please give us 1 week after
your first deadline to modify your scores and let us know if they are not changed
at that time.

If you need help or materials aren't graded after 5 days from the deadline -- DM
your TA on slack. We'll do what it takes to help late adds engage successfully in the
course! Reach out!

https://forms.gle/pycvTcirj1WjnQN37
https://forms.gle/VQmpmaSWvqK5UgL67
https://forms.gle/VQmpmaSWvqK5UgL67


Not on our slack channel? Amy’s Slack

Grading Philosophy
Mastery Learning

This course is designed around the concept of mastery learning. As a potential
future teacher, the "speed" at which you can learn things or the number of tries
you want to put in to test yourself isn’t that important to me. In fact, I would much
rather you engage with any learning and assessment until you think you have
MASTERED it. So our assessments are set up to support that. Generally, you can
repeat all assessments, except for the sta� graded assignments, until you are
happy with your grade/learning. For automatically graded items like quizzes, you
may be limited to 3 submissions per 8 hour period.

E�ortful Participation
What is e�ortful participation and how is it measured?

There are many, very valuable learning activities that don't have one specific
correct answer or by which you learn through personal, thoughtful engagement
where your "outcome" may be di�erent than that of other people. In these cases,
e�ortful participation will be graded based on the depth and thoughtfulness of
the answer/engagement. If you e�ortfully engage (discuss, write, give feedback,
create) -- meaning you really think about it, put in a reasonable time, and (when
appropriate) work and discuss with others to support their learning -- then you
will receive full points.

What are we talking about? Here's an example. What if I asked you to describe
your least favorite course and why? Each of your answers might be di�erent.
Person A may say "I hated class X because of weekly quizzes." Person B may say "I
loved class X because of weekly quizzes". If that's all they say, neither has engaged
e�ortfully. Both are shallow answers which don't evidence thoughtful reflection. If
Person A goes on to say "I was never clear what kinds of questions were going to

https://join.slack.com/t/eds124ar-winter22/shared_invite/zt-10pel9ftx-patTvkfiXDFk7mnlmnN9hw


be on the quizzes -- the instructor didn't make their desired learning outcomes
clear." That would be more reflective of e�ortful participation.

Notice that all activities can be repeated (up to the Sunday deadline) to improve
your responses and increase your grade. Especially at the beginning of the
course, I encourage your to take the opportunity to repeat these activities as you
begin to learn what e�ortful participation is.

Feedback on activities isn't immediate in all cases. Here are some course activities
that may be new to your work:

Activity Type Where are
these?

Feedback
Timeline

How it works

Perusall/Interactive
Readings

Code Walk
throughs
(occasional
other
places)

Within an
hour

A machine learning algorithm rates
each comment for "e�ort" on a scale of
0,1,2. For our purposes a 0 = 0%, 1 = 80%
and 2 = 100%.

Peer Review
Activities

Unplugged,
Equity,
Pedagogy
and other
activities

Based on
other
student
engageme
nt

After each student submits their work
they are asked to review the work of
2-3 others using an explicit rubric.
Your grade is released when the
requisite number of reviews are
completed AND when you complete
the requisite number of reviews of
others.

Graded Discussion
Prompts and Sta�
Graded Projects

Learning
Reflections,
Occasional
Places, Final
Exam

Within 4
days of the
deadline

Teaching sta� applies an explicit
rubric which may include feedback

If you have concerns about whether you are meeting expectations with regard to
e�ortful participation, please request an o�ce hour with Dr. Eguchi.



Peer Review: Requesting a Regrade

A decent number of assignments in this class you submit for Peer Review -- this
isn't just because I am too lazy to grade your work but ACTUALLY because you will
be sharing resources or ideas that others might be able to benefit from. Previous
students in this class have shared how assignments are a lot more meaningful
when you realize that others will benefit from your work and how nice it is to see
the perspective of other students in the class.

That said, sometimes a student might not take the time to look as carefully at
your assignment as you think they should. Or maybe you think they really made
an error in their evaluation. We want to make sure you are graded fairly!

If you think a grade you received was not fair, please DM your tutor on slack,
provide the name of the assignment and give a brief description of why you think
the grade you were given was inappropriate.

Academic Integrity
Supporting an environment of academic integrity is extremely important to me. I
will be working very hard to help you learn critical concepts, tools, and skills to
allow you to better support learning through online and technology-enabled
experiences. If you cheat, you not only fail yourself (in that you won’t have gained
critical skills), but you fail UCSD and the University of California more broadly (by
lowering the expected quality of our undergraduate degrees). Worst, you may fail
future students whose learning you are expected to support. I have a personal
responsibility to both you and to your fellow UC students -- and I take it seriously.
So don’t cheat.

I will submit an allegation report on anyone I believe to be not upholding this
academic integrity agreement. This is processed through UCSD's Academic
Integrity O�ce. Note for students from other UC campuses that the policy for
cross-campus courses states "Students are responsible for knowing and abiding
by the policies at the host campus. However, violations may be adjudicated by the
host campus, the home campus, or both." [UC Online FAQ]

What is considered a breach of academic integrity in this course? In the most
general sense, it is submitting or in any way representing the work of another as
your own. How about some examples? (though not intended as a comprehensive
list):

http://academicintegrity.ucsd.edu/
http://academicintegrity.ucsd.edu/
https://crossenroll.universityofcalifornia.edu/content/student-faqs


1. Finding a resource (assignment, explanation, quiz, video) created by
someone else and portraying it as your own (in some cases you may be
specifically allowed to find materials to adopt/adapt for an assignment, but
attribution for those materials is expected).

2. Portraying yourself as someone else in the online context of this course or
having someone else complete work as you (e.g. having someone take
quizzes, participate in discussions or create materials which are submitted
through your course account).

Final Exam
The final exam involves two parts.  All parts can be done asynchronously.

● completing a learning reflection on how you learned in this course
● a project to show your skills in identifying an appropriate learning resource

for one of the non-programming California Computer Science K-12 state
learning standards, describing it so a teacher can understand it's value,
and creating an assessment item for it.

Your window to submit your two exam components will be between Sunday, March
13, 8am and Tuesday, March 15, 11:59pm.


